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STEP 3. Determine the best positions for the wall brackets, allowing that in Gyprock or in low
strength walls the brackets will be screwed into a timber stud. In more solid walls, such as
masonry, position the brackets approx 150mm in from the canister end. The brackets should
Measure the wall where the screen is to be installed and mark with a pencil the desired height
be to
no more than 450mm in from each end. You must use a minimum of 3 off wood screws per
top
of
screen
case
and
also
the
centre
of
the
screen.
bracket or 2 off Dyna-bolts, for masonry walls and you must be satisfied that the attachment is
WALL MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
strong enough for the a safe installation.
Wall Mounting Instructions
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NB: Top of bracket equals top of screen canister.

2.

Please note: The CinemaTech screen comes standard with 300mm top black leader above the image
Measure the length of screen canister along the top surface and mark the centre of the canister
area to assist in mounting the canister high out of the way, to achieve the best possible lay-flat
with a pencil, to assist in lining up the screen when mounting.
results (flat surface quality) you should utilise all of the leader.

2.

It is possible to use less leader than supplied but poorer lay-flat will result from this decision.
STEP 2. Measure the length of screen canister along the top surface and mark the centre of the
canisterthe
withlength
a pencil,
assist canister
in lining up
the screen
when
mounting.
Measure
ofto
screen
along
the top
surface
and mark the centre of the canister

with a pencil, to assist in lining up the screen when mounting.

STEP 4. You may need to remove the bottom clip in order to screw brackets to wall, please
ensure to replace them afterwards.

STEP 5. Using two people install the screen by placing the screen canister into the bottom of
the bracket clips and pivoting back the canister to slot the top pins into the T channels running
along the top of the canister (you may have to remove any tape that is in the way).
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STEP 6. Holding screen in position tighten up Allen screw at each end and check that the top
pins have hooked into the T section of the screen canister.
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CEILING MOUNT INSTRUCTIONS
Below is a photo showing a side view using the brackets for ceiling fixing, you would follow the
instructions for the wall mounting system, with the only difference being the screen is mounted
hard against the ceiling. It is important that adequate support is supplied by the ceiling
structure to support the screen and to ensure a safe installation. Never rely just on the Gyprock
for attachment.

STEP 7. Ensure projection screen case is
latched into the bracket as shown.

Please follow these instructions to ensure trouble free operation;
STEP 8. Once the screen is installed remove
the black tape from the bottom of the canister
(this tape is to prevent screen damage during
transport or installation) to free the screen for
operation.

WARNING - PLEASE READ
STEP 9. Note: due to legislative changes the
CinemaTech is now supplied with a wall cleat
so that when the screen is not in use the
chain can be tied off to prevent children from
becoming entangled with the chain - the
installation of this cleat is mandatory and
should be positioned at least 1600mm above
floor level.

•

Ensure that the screen is free to descend and that any adhesive tape that has been placed
bottom of the screen (to stop movement during transport) has been fully removed.

•

When installed, the opening in the canister should be down and at the back of the canister.
This will put the chain drive on the left-hand side of the screen, as viewed by the audience.
(Unless ordered otherwise).

•

Cleaning of the screen is best achieved by first dusting the surface with a feather duster,
then to remove any stubborn marks, use a small amount of mild detergent and warm water
on a clean white lint free cloth. Do not use a saturated cloth, as this may leave a watermark,
only a damp one. It is most important that you only treat the actual mark by this process
and not the entire surface.

Should you have any questions regarding the installation of our projection screens please call
our technical sales desk on +61 2 4869 2100 for assistance.
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